


and everything fun thrown in Good," she writes, "I knowbig deal," she says. "It gave me

together. However, they admit

romance is not in fashion/Anda chance to get my music on

to having an eclectic range of

my heart is on the line/If yousound tracks and the like, which

musical influences. The list
would be so kind/To help me killis a good way of doing things

includes the Beatles, the Sun-

some time." She admits to find-now.
"
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ing inspiration in New Zealand'sWith a breathlessly, jam-
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landscape and weather-twopacked schedule, what kind of
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But listening to their music
introspective part of the cre-He's trying to bring South Korea

will tell anyone that they are

ative process-the songwriting.on par with the US, with such
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"I definitely enjoy songwriting,things like the court systems
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hands down. It's kind of anti-and how Americans aren't pun-

previous interviews that their
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that speaks on everything from
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Besides, whatever you wonder
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For more information on the
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band, check out JuliePlug. net. "

gic, '60s music as well as hope-of being Asian living in an

lessly romantic." But music is

American society, we have to
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was a professional singer, heras a white person. We don't
like an Asian version of Kate
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Moss without the model atti-
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ative cogs are already turning asfine. They have to have good
The uncommon musical
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lyrics. On one song, "Something
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